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And I just wanted to get out of California. Encouraged by his school drama teacher to further his acting, he
flew to Chicago for a summer acting program at Northwestern University. He noted that the experience was
both "enlightening and exhilarating". Law in , and the comedy-drama series The Wonder Years. He played a
hopeless-romantic paleontologist who works at a museum and later becomes a professor at a university.
Schwimmer initially turned down the role as Ross, but accepted later. Bright said that he had previously
worked with Schwimmer, [11] the character of Ross was written with him in mind, and he was the first actor
cast. The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette was complimentary of Schwimmer, calling him "terrific". Critics dismissed
The Pallbearer as a poor imitation of the film The Graduate. He does just fine. As a TV sports reporter in
Kissing a Fool, he oozes the command and self-satisfaction of a young, successful man". In Apt Pupil, adapted
from a novella of the same name by Stephen King , [22] he had a supporting role as a school guidance
counselor. At the time, he noted it was a "little frustrating" that people would typecast him due to his role on
Friends. In , Schwimmer played Captain Herbert M. The television miniseries is based on the book of the
same title written by historian and biographer Stephen Ambrose. His puppy dog eyes make him appear even
more pitiful". Directing[ edit ] After Friends, Schwimmer starred in the independent drama Duane Hopwood ,
as the title character, who is an alcoholic whose life is spiraling downward rapidly after a divorce and is
looking to turn his life around. The film received ambivalent reviews. The Independent wrote that Schwimmer
"is not called upon to extend his range nearly as far as one might have expected in Some Girl s. He takes to the
stage with I was shocked at how good the writing was". You had some great, big physical comedy, and I
thought funny dialogue and characters. And then there was some real emotion to it with the relationship
between the father and the son and the romance aspect". If not much else, Schwimmer has encouraged his
actors to intense their energy levels and comic timing at all costs". The film, a drama, is about a family whose
teenage daughter becomes victim of an online sexual predator. The movie starred Michael Shannon as Richard
Kuklinski. In , it was announced that Schwimmer has been cast as the lead in the ABC comedy pilot
Irreversible. He would play "one half of a somewhat eccentric, self-absorbed couple" in his first comedic
television role since Friends finished in Simpson, by Jeffrey Toobin. He received a Primetime Emmy Award
nomination for the performance. The series premiered on June 5, , and aired ten episodes until August. The
series was canceled because of poor reviews and low ratings. The six short features depict sexual harassment
at work by men on women. Tonken claimed Schwimmer had demanded Rolex watches in order to appear at
his own charity event, a claim that Schwimmer had denied. Please set the record straight.
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His influence will be felt in the world for a very, very long time to come. News story and video To my family,
my friends, colleagues, my acquaintances, my patients, friends of friends and anyone else who reads this; As
many of you already know, I, who at the age of 57 had been lucky enough to have a completely full, exciting,
fulfilled life as a family doctor with family and friends around me, received some devastating news on the
Monday after Thanksgiving. I have Stage 4, incurable pancreatic cancer. As a physician, in particular as a
palliative care physician, this news is shocking but totally consistent with the findings that I saw on the CT
scan that day. I have had all of the opportunities that this world can offer, I have never had to want for
anything. I have had the best education, the best lifestyle, the best family, the best friends, the best colleagues,
the best patients that anyone could have desired. So, in all of this, my thoughts are not to what might have
been, but what is still possible. Because I know that when I got to this point, I realized that there are so many
people who have had far fewer opportunities. This amazing organization, founded and led by my daughter,
Bekka Ross Russell, has been part of revolutionizing the approach to child welfare in East Africa. Instead of
placing children in orphanages, only to find that a few years later they may be still alive but with fewer
opportunities than perhaps they even started with, these children are being educated, being reintegrated with
their community, being reunited with their families whenever possible. Through TST, their families receive
the support and assistance that allow these extended families to give the kind of care they always wanted to
give, but for the fact that they never had the resources to do it. TST gives chances, not charity. Tanzania, like
many countries in Africa, remains incredibly poor in economic terms. The banking systems are rudimentary,
the ability to loan money to help people get out of poverty is virtually nonexistent, and education is startlingly
inaccessible. So, for some of these families, the key to survival is not whether or not you get a college
education. These are the kinds of programs that are breaking the cycle â€” allowing families to stay with their
children and raise another generation. We have gotten to know them personally over three trips to Tanzania,
and we fully sponsor two girls, Dainess and Pendo, who captured our hearts over the years. I also owe
something much more personal to the community of Nkoaranga. My two grandchildren, Zawadi and Simon,
spent the first three and five years of their lives, respectively, living at Nkoaranga Orphanage. Their infectious
joy and loving spirits could never have survived without the love and nurturing of the caregivers there. I
would like to make it my goal â€” my legacy â€” in my last few months and in my memory to provide a safe
foundation for this organization that has already done so much and can do so much more in the future. Ross
Russell Legacy Fund, in order to try to build a solid foundation on which to support future programs and
security for this Nkoaranga community, which has welcomed our family with such open arms over the years. I
would ask every single one of you to look into your hearts and try to decide whether what you currently
prioritize is as important as some of the other things in this life. It has taken a huge assault on my complacency
to recognize how fragile this is, and to re-emphasize what is truly important. For us, and for me, and to any
extent to which you wish to memorialize or honor me or in any way to contribute, this would be much
appreciated. You should do it for you â€” because it is so gratifying to see the incredible progress these
children and families can make, when given the opportunity. I hope you will join me. Please look into your
hearts and see what you can contribute. Contributions can be made by check to to The Small Things, Inc. All
donations are tax deductible as TST is a c 3, and donations may be one-time or recurring. Thank you very
much for your indulgence. I guess I only get one chance to do this, so thank you for listening.
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The fruit of his labor was a book published in entitled David Ross Cox () and Cynthia Thenia Hall Cox () and Their
Descendants. George Charlie Cox died 9 March His research and collection were donated to the Bassett Historical
Center.
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Research genealogy for David Harrison Cox of Paintsville, Johnson, Kentucky, USA, as well as other members of the
Cox family, on Ancestry.
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Research genealogy for David R Cox of Patrick, Virginia, USA, as well as other members of the Cox family, on Ancestry.
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David Ross Cox, - David Ross Cox Virginia Virginia David Ross Cox was born on month day , at birth place, Virginia.
David married Cynthia Cox (born Hall).
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